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Abstract. Compression systems like JPEG include optional pre-processing with 
filtering to avoid compression artefacts. At higher compression ratios a stronger 
filtering is needed that impacts the large scale image content. To preserve the 
large scale information we have previously proposed to use non-linear diffusion 
as a pre-processing  for filtering out small scale details irrelevant at a given 
compression ratio and acting as noise. Now we compare typical diffusion proc-
esses applied before the blockwise DCT compression using the peak signal to 
noise ration (PSNR) as an objective quality measure. We give a simple measure 
of artefact reduction in terms of PSNR, and show that a considerable artefact 
reduction is achieved by pre-processing at the same bit rate as and with no 
greater error than the original compression. We did tests to see if the above ar-
tefact reduction implies a better subjective impression of quality. The images 
processed with the PSNR-based algorithm had nearly the same but greater 
PSNR value as the original compression. Subjects preferred noisy image con-
tent to the lack of small scale details, so the subjective preference of the images 
with reduced artefact is worse that of the original compression. Results suggest 
however that non-linear diffusion is more efficient for artefact reduction than 
non-adaptive smoothing like Gaussian filtering in terms of the subjective pref-
erence. 

1 Introduction 

Lossy image and video compression yield typical error patterns on the decompressed 
images or video sequences due to the quantisation error. Depending on the compres-
sion scheme and the bit rate, these can be ringing patterns around the edges, false or 
blurred texture, visible block-boundaries in block-partitioning schemes [20]. These 
phenomena are called compression artefacts. Compression artefacts not only deterio-



rate the visual quality of images but also perturb image processing and machine vision 
algorithms like edge detection and motion estimation. 

A possible solution is to do a post-processing on the decompressed image, 
which removes compression artefacts. Some post-processing methods improve the 
visual quality of the compressed image by various adaptive filters that alleviate the 
artefacts and enhance the edges [3,4,9,19,20]. The blocking artefact for the blockwise 
transform compression can also be reduced by prediction methods for the quantised or 
missing transform coefficients [14]. Post-processing can also be formulated as a re-
construction problem for the original image and solved by optimisation with respect to 
an objective error measure like MSE, to probability considerations, to regularity con-
straints, or to a combination of these [11,17, 24]. 

The quality of the compressed images is affected not only by the bit rate and 
the compression algorithm, but also by the data source. In particular, images with 
more details usually degrade more than those with fewer details when compressed at 
the same bit rate [20]. It is therefore sensible to do some pre-processing  on the image 
before compression, which alleviates the components of the image susceptible to arte-
facts. Pre-filtering methods were proposed for video coding [15]. Although pre-
filtering options for still images exist in compression software products (e.g. in [25]), 
little research has been done in this area. Pre-processing  has several advantages. It 
does not require a change in the decompression, and the compression standard re-
mains unaffected. Moreover, pre-processing  is done only once, while any post-
processing must be done each time the image is decompressed, involving additional 
computational complexity. As a practical application, digital cameras use motion-
JPEG for storing images and involve some kind of pre-processing compensating for 
the different optical and/or compression artefacts. 

In this paper, we consider the idea in [21] in a systematic way. We define 
what we mean by artefact reduction, and use a simple way of measuring and express-
ing it through PSNR. Relying on the theory of anisotropic diffusion filtering, we claim 
that it is possible to achieve artefact reduction, while preserving the main structure of 
the image. To check whether artefact reduction results in images that are more pre-
ferred by human observers, subjective tests were done to rate the different methods. 
Results on test images suggest that the block boundaries and false textures are allevi-
ated in the pre-processed images. The diffusion strength is controlled by PSNR meas-
urements. The results of the subjective tests show however that the maximal artefact 
reduction obtained this way does not increase the subjective preference of the com-
pressed image. This follows from the over-smoothing of some textured regions. The 
subjects prefer compressed images with noisy texture to images with reduced noise 
but less small-scale details. The tests show that there are significant differences be-
tween the diffusion methods. In particular, the more edge-adaptive the method is in 
the mathematical sense, the more it will be preferred by the observers. 



2 Non-linear  Diffusion and Adaptive Filter ing 

We consider diffusions that are potentially useful for artefact reduction having differ-
ent levels of edge-adaptability. We begin by analysing the linear diffusion (LD) proc-
ess. 

We treat images as positively valued smooth functions defined at the points 
2ℜ∈x . Let us take the smoothing of an image f  with Gaussian kernels 
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2ℜ∈x  having various parameters 0>t . We obtain a family of images ( ) 0≥ttu  with 

fu =0  and fGu tt ∗= . Each element tu  of this family can also be obtained [6,10] 

by an LD process done on the image up to time t, i.e., ),()( xx tuut =  for all 0>t  and 
2ℜ∈x , where u  is the solution of the LD equation 

uut  ∆=∂ , (1) 

with the initial condition fu =0 . The LD generates a multiscale representations of 

images [1,6], where t is called the scale of the diffusion. 
To understand the usefulness of this filtering for artefact reduction, the 

Laplacian operator ∆  is written as a sum of two orthogonal components 

⊥+=∆ uuu || , (2) 

where ||u  denotes the second spatial derivative in the direction orthogonal to the gra-

dient u∇ , and ⊥u  is the second spatial derivative in the direction parallel with the 

gradient u∇ . The term ||u  can be interpreted as an “ infinitesimal”  Gaussian filtering 

along the edge, and ⊥u  as an “ infinitesimal”  Gaussian filtering across the edge. This 

low-pass filtering can contribute to the reduction of the ringing artefact, which is the 
result of  the sharp frequency cut-off caused by quantisation at lower bit rates. In Eq. 
2, the edge-parallel and edge-normal directions have equal weights, and both diffusion 
terms depend only on the direction of u∇  and not on u∇ , where the latter indicates 

the local contrast difference. The smoothing obtained by the LD respects neither the 
direction nor  the contrast of the edges. 

To add contrast and directional sensitivity we extend Eq. 2 as 

( ) ( ) ⊥∗∇+∗∇=∂ uuGnuuGput             || σσ , (3) 

where p  and n  are weighting functions controlling the diffusion along and across the 

edges, respectively, and σ >0 is a fixed parameter. The purpose of the pre-smoothing 
with σG is to obtain a reliable estimate on edges, and to make the equation robust 

against noise. We allow full diffusion at uniform regions where the value of uG ∗∇ σ  



is small and to inhibit the diffusion at edge locations where uG ∗∇ σ  is large. One 

possibility to control the diffusion in this way is to use the weighting function  
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where ℜ∈x  and ],0( +∞∈K  is a fixed parameter [16]. With the special choice 

( )wp α−= 1  and wn α= , where 5.00 ≤≤ α , we obtain the diffusions examined in 

this paper 

( ) ( )( )⊥+∗∇=∂ uuuGwu Kt    -1      || αασ , (5) 

The parameter α  controls the directional adaptability and the parameter K controls 
the contrast sensitivity. The diffusions obtained for particular choices of the parame-
ters are listed in Table 1. 

Whatever the parameters α  and K are, the diffusion can contribute to the 
suppression of the ringing artefact to some degree, as explained above. Moreover, 
since the minima and the maxima of the intensity values get closer (the contrast de-
creases), the DC values of the neighbouring DCT blocks of a flat area are more likely 
to fall into the same quantisation bin after the pre-processing, thus decreasing the 
blocking artefact. 

We used forward numerical schemes for the above equations in all of our ex-
periments with the fixed step size 1.0=λ , and parameters K=0.05, 4.0=σ , by re-
casting ( ) ( ) ||||  2-1  -1 uuuu αααα +∆=+ ⊥  and computing ||u  as in [2]. The smoothing 

with σG  for the gradient computation was done with LD. The scale values whenever 

indicated were computed as mt λ= , where m is the number of iterations done by the 
numerical scheme. 

Table 1  Diffusions with different degree of  adaptability. 

 
Directionally insensitive (isotropic) 

5.0=α  
Directionally adaptive (anisotropic) 

0=α  

Contrast 
insensitive 

∞=K  
Linear Diffusion (LD) 

Mean Curvature Motion 
Diffusion  (MCMD) [1] 

Contrast 
adaptive 

∞<< K0  

Non-linear Isotropic Diffusion 
(NLID) [18] 

Pure Anisotropic Diffusion (PAD) 
[2,5] 



3. Ar tefact Reduction 

To explain artefact reduction, we observe the details of the different compressed ver-
sions of the test image “Goldhill”  shown in Fig. 3. The JPEG compressed image 
clearly suffers from ringing and blocking artefacts. By diffusion pre-filtering the arte-
facts will be reduced. It can be seen in Figs. 3b-d, if we compare the images along the 
high-contrast edges, or surfaces where block-boundaries become less visible. 

Apart from visual quality, artefacts can also impair the stability of a computer 
vision algorithm. As an example, we give the edge detection results for the com-
pressed versions of the image “Boat”  from Fig. 4. The contours were extracted with a 
Canny edge detector [12] using fixed parameters. We compared the edges with the 
edges of the original image, and separated the true edge points from the falsely de-
tected edge points. The true edge points are shown in Figs. 5 and the false detections 
are shown Fig. 6. Clearly, though the compressed image without pre-processing lets 
more original edge points detected (mainly texture), it will also give rise to more false 
structures. The ration of the number of true and false edge points in this example is 
1.38 for the compressed image and 1.68 for the compressed image with pre-
processing. 

We try to define and measure artefact reduction first. Let Pt denote a diffu-
sion pre-processing method done up to scale t and C the compression method (JPEG 
in our case). We assume for now that the bit rate is fixed. We say that an image f can 
be compressed at better quality than an image g at the given rate if 

( ) ( )ggCPSNRffCPSNR ),(),( ≥ , where )( fC  and )(gC  denote the compressed 

images, and ( )),(/255log10),( 2 gfMSEgfPSNR −= , with N denoting the image 

size, and MSE the mean square error. This quality measure is used usually to evaluate 
compression results. Our goal is to transform f into an image f ′  by pre-processing  so 

that we can compress f ′  at a better quality than f. 

Suppose that we pre-process the image f with a diffusion method P up to 
scale t. The reconstruction quality of the pre-processed image Ptf at the given fixed bit 
rate will be 

( )fPfPCPSNRtQ ttPP ),()( = .  

The quality of the compression with pre-processing  relative to the original image f is 

( )ffPCPSNRtQ tP ),()( = .  

The reconstruction quality of the compression without pre-processing  is 

( )ffCPSNRQQQ PPP ),()0()0(0 === .  

A diffusion processing method is said to reduce artefact if there is a scale t≥0 such that 
Ptf can be compressed at a better quality than f, i.e., if 0)( QtQPP > , under the con-

straint 0)( QtQP ≥ . We impose the latter constraint, since any processing is meaning-

ful only if the original quality does not decrease. 



The tendencies of the curves PQ  and PPQ  as a function of t are shown for 

“Goldhill”  in Fig. 1a and 1b for the pre-processing  with NLID at bit rate c = 0.25 
bits/pixel. The combined plot of )(tQP  and )(tQPP  as a function of the increasing 

scale 0≥t  is show in Fig. 1c. Important to note is that the value )(tQPP  increases 

monotonously with t, and that )(tQP  changes around the value oQ , reaches a maxi-

mum, and drops for larger scales. We can use )(tQPP  to measure the artefact reduc-

tion. 
The latter observations and our definition of the artefact reduction lead us to 

the definition of the following two characteristic scales for each particular pre-
processing  method P: 

 
1. The scale corresponding to the largest artefact reduction with maximal quality 

improvement,  

{ } 0  maxarg  max1 ≥= t(t) Qt P . (6) 

2. The scale corresponding to the maximal artefact reduction, 

{ } )( 0 max 02 QtQ tt P ≥≥= . (7) 

These scale values are indicated in Fig. 1, 1t  with a diamond and 2t  with a circle. 

Note that the pre-processing  up to scale 2t will redistribute the original compression 

error, so that the maximum portion of the quality will be devoted to the main structure 
of the image, as defined by the underlying multiscale representation, and the smallest 
portion of quality will be allotted to the small-scale details and noise. Different diffu-
sion methods will do this redistribution in different ways. According to the theory 
concerning the filtering with non-linear diffusion, the more adaptive diffusion is, the 
better this redistribution will be. The results of the subjective tests support this claim. 
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Figure 1 Pre-processing for “Goldhill”  with NLID (c = 0.25 bits/pixel). (a) the PSNR 
values v. the original image )),(()( ffPCPSNRtQ tP = , (b) the PSNR values v. the proc-

essed image =)(tQPP )),(( fPfPCPSNR tt , (c) the curve ( ))(),( tQtQt PPP� . 



4. Results 

We compare the pre-processing with three diffusion processes (LD, NLID, PAD) for 
three typical test images at two selected bit rates.  The results are summarized in Table 
2. The table contains the original compression quality 0Q  without pre-processing , the 

maximal improvement in quality )( 1tQP  with the corresponding value )( 1tQPP  indi-

cating the artefact reduction, and the quality values )( 2tQP  and )( 2tQPP  correspond-

ing to the maximal artefact reduction (compare Fig. 1). Note that the value )( 2tQP  is 

very close, but in general it is not equal to 0Q . This is because we cannot change the 

scale parameter and the quantisation intervals continuously. 
These values show that it is possible to improve the compression quality in 

PSNR up to 1.5%, depending on the bit rate. As regards the artefact reduction, the 
pre-processed images can be compressed at 5 - 10% better quality than the original 
image at the pre-processing  scale t1, and at up to 20% better quality at the pre-
processing  scale t2, without loss in the quality as compared to the original 
image ( 0Q ). The relative improvement in any sense is better for the lower bit rate. 

If we look at the images in Fig. 3, we can see that the pre-processed images 
have less artefact. The LD-pre-processed image has got more blurred than those pre-
processed with non-linear diffusion. 

Table 2 The PSNR values PQ (compression quality) and PPQ  (artefact reduction) for the 

maximal quality improvement (scale t1) and the maximal artefact reduction (scale t2). 0Q is 

the original JPEG compression quality in PSNR ( dB ). 
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Q0 29.23 30.11 24.09 30.87 32.40 25.39 
LD 29.36 30.26 24.37 30.91 32.43 25.67 
NLID 29.37 30.32 24.41 30.97 32.46 25.61 QP(t1) 

PAD 29.41 30.37 24.42 31.02      32.56 25.67 
LD 31.15 31.77 26.32 33.18 34.53 28.12 
NLID 32.19 32.28 25.74 34.00 33.28 27.90 QPP(t1) 

PAD 30.46 31.00 25.31 32.33 33.43 27.20 
LD 29.32 30.12 24.24 30.91 32.43 25.48 
NLID 29.32 30.13 24.12 30.97 32.43 25.44 QP(t2) 
PAD 29.24 30.14 24.09 30.87 32.40 25.43 
LD 32.52 32.99 29.98 33.18 34.53 29.86 
NLID 33.10 33.13 29.21 34.00 33.98 29.74 QPP(t2) 

PAD 32.70 32.15 28.70 33.23 34.01 28.51 



Though we have shown that it is possible to obtain a maximal improvement 
in the PSNR compression quality by pre-processing  up to scale t1, this will not yield a 
large perceivable artefact reduction in general. With the maximal artefact reduction, 
there is a larger perceivable artefact reduction,  but in spite of the PSNR results, which 
suggest improvement, we should test whether the subjective quality is deteriorated by 
the blur involved in these diffusion processes. 

For the above mentioned reasons, we were interested in comparing the differ-
ent pre-processing methods on a subjective scale for the maximal artefact reduction 
(scale 2t ). We did a so-called Thurstone-scaling experiment [22,23]. The subjective 

scale is constructed based on a larger number of pairwise comparisons of the different 
stimuli. Thurstone-scaling is typically used in situations where the stimuli are very 
similar (in our case, we have nearly equal MSE for the images) or where the measured 
quantity is hard to describe exactly (image quality is hard to define in general). 

In the scaling experiment, a test image is taken, and the test person has to 
compare each version of the image which each other version of the image. The ver-
sions constitute the compressed image without pre-processing, and the compressed 
images with the different pre-processing methods (only one pair is shown on the dis-
play at a time). We made the test for three different images. The scaling method gives 
useful results if the stimuli are very similar and do not contain outliers. For these rea-
sons, the original images were excluded from the comparisons. In this way, we did not 
measure the similarity (distance) to the original image, but a subjective impression of 
quality manifesting itself in the preference decisions of the human observers. 

We show the results in Fig. 2 obtained for a subjective test with 21 test per-
sons. We constructed scales for the two compression rates by collecting the scores for 
the different methods across the different test images. The scales for these overall 
scores are also shown in Fig. 2. The scale is interpreted roughly as follows: the 
guesses of subjects for each item (JPEG, LD, etc.) are modelled as normally distrib-
uted random variables having the same variance, which is equal to the unit of the 
scale. The scale value for each item is the expected value of the corresponding random 
variable. The unit of the scale is interpreted as the uncertainty of the guesses of sub-
jects. We emphasize that the scales in Fig. 2 are not directly comparable, since the 
units are obtained implicitly through the construction of each particular scale, and 
depend on the image. 

The parameters of the above Gaussian distributions are computed based on 
the preference probabilities for each pair of images (the probability that one image is 
preferred to the other). These probabilities are in turn obtained by counting the scores 
for each pair. There are more possibilities for measuring the reliability of the scales. 

The 2χ -test of Mosteller [13] is typically used for these purposes. Another way to 

test reliability is to compute the regression coefficient between the set of preference 
probabilities and the preference probabilities recomputed with the parameters of the 
Gaussian model. The results of the reliability test are summarized in Table 3. Because 
the scale for “Boat”  at 0.4 bits/pixels is not very reliable, the scores for this case were 
not considered in the construction of the overall scale for 0.4 bits/pixels. 

Although the compared images have almost the same PSNR error (quality 
values )( 2tQP  in Table 2), their preference by the subjects is quite different. The 



subjective preference of the non-linear diffusion methods is significantly larger than 
that of the LD. The adaptive diffusions NLID and PAD are quite similar (compare 
Figs. 3 and 3) suggesting that the contrast adaptability is more important than the 
directional sensitivity, though since PAD is almost always better than NLID, direc-
tional adaptability is also important. We conclude that better adaptability leads to a 
better redistribution of the original bit/quality-rate by devoting larger portions of these 
resources on perceptually important information.  
 The compressed images without pre-processing  show a superior subjective 
preference over the pre-processed ones, though they are actually worse in PSNR. This 
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Figure 2 Scaling results. The scales show the expected values of a model observers quality 
assessment with respect to a chosen reference point, e.g., the position of LD. Positive differ-
ence on the scale means “better in expectance” . The unit is the uncertainty of the decision. 
Large differences mean a better discrimination. 



can be due to the fact that many subjects preferred sharp though falsely textured re-
gions rather than smoothed areas, where the undersampled textures and compression-
artifacts were removed by the pre-processing . It may follow the well-known effects of 
psycho visual illusions (like as Kanizsa figures [8]), which can be derived from the 
description of brain stimuli responses of neurosciences (e.g. [7]). It says that the brain, 
based on its high adaptability, may detect anomalous contours from the partially de-
graded details, like from artefacts.  

Conclusion 

We have considered the application of different diffusion methods as a pre-processing  
step for artefact reduction for the blockwise DCT compression, which we previously 
proposed in [21]. 

The compression quality improvement achievable by diffusion pre-
processing is only up to 1.5% in PSNR for our test images and for low bit rates. For 
some of these test images, 2-3% improvement in PSNR was reported for post-
processing methods [20] for the same bit rates. Note that diffusion pre-processing  is 
done only once in the compression phase, and it consists of local iterative local opera-
tions. We have also seen that such small differences in the PSNR can yield surpris-
ingly different results in the subjective evaluation. 

The pre-processed images can be compressed with a significantly better 
PSNR than the original image, where the quality of all these compressed images have 
a better or equal value as compared to the original image. This means that these im-
ages are less susceptible to artefacts. 

The subjective tests have shown that for a fixed bit rate and error-rate, adap-
tive diffusion captures better the visually important information in images. However, 

Table 3 Results of the 2χ -test of Mosteller for the subjective scaling experiment. The hy-

pothesis is that the obtained scale values are correct. The sample size is n, the degree of free-

dom of the test is df=3. The probability that the scales are not random is )( 2χP . The regres-

sion coefficient 0≤ r ≤1 gives the goodness of fit of the preference probabilities reconstructed 
from the model to those obtained by counting the scores. 

  n )( 2χP  r 

1. Boat 21 0.8611 0.9790 

2. Goldhill 21 0.72271 0.9627 

3. Bridge 21 0.79388 0.9627 0.
25
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Overall (1 & 2 & 3) 63 0.9985272 0.9965 

1. Boat 21 0.033233 0.9665 

2. Goldhill 21 0.70797 0.9693 

3. Bridge 21 0.96986 0.9952 

0.
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Overall (2 & 3) 42 0.99432 0.9986 



since the diffusion pre-processing  algorithm is tuned by using PSNR to estimate the 
image quality and the artefact reduction, and since the blur involved in the artefact-
removal filtering is less tolerated by the human observers than the artefacts, the per-
ceived subjective quality of the images will generally be decreased by pre-processing  
when done up to the maximal artefact reduction. We have to remark, that to our 
knowledge, no such subjective tests were done for other quality enhancement methods 
like post-processing. 

Currently we are trying to find methods for establishing better diffusion pre-
processing parameters in order to improve the subjective performance. We also do a 
modified subjective experiment, where the original image is displayed along with the 
two images to be compared. Preliminary results show that there are better parameter 
choices and that the two experiments, the one in the presence of the original image 
and the one without the original displayed, can yield quite different results. 
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(c)                                                                       (d) 

Figure 3 Maximal artifact reduction with pre-processing for “Goldhill”  (c=0.25 bits/pixel, 
scale t2). Details of the (a) JPEG compressed image, (b) pre-processing with LD, (c) NLID, 
(d) PAD. 
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Figure 4 Boat at 0.25 bits/pixel. (a) JPEG, (b) JPEG with PAD preprocessing. 
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Figure 5 Edge detection for Boat 0.25 bits/pixel. (a) True edge points for JPEG, (b) true edge 
points for JPEG with PAD preprocessing. 
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Figure 6 Edge detection for Boat. (a) False edges for JPEG, (d) false edges for JPEG with PAD 
preprocessing. 


